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'A is an nth order positive definite matrix and b is a vector of order n. If we
, grad F by f(x) then

The Convergence of a Class of Double-rank Minimization AIgori
1. General Considerations

f(x) == Ax-b,
unique minimum of F(x) occurs at s, where

s = A-lb.

be an approximation to s and define the error e, at Xj by
ei = Xi-so

denote f(Xi) by fl then, from equations (2.2)-(2.4), it follows that
fi = Ae;

w Xj+l be a new approximation to s where

Xi+l = Xi+Pi!b

n arbitrary vector, Ii is that value of I which minimizes F(x(t» and where
X(/) = Xi+Pit. (2.7)

minimization of F(x(t» implies, as is well known (see e.g. Fletcher & Powell,
, that the gradient of F(x) at Xi+l is orthogonal to Pi so that

pTfi+ 1 = O. (2.8)
from equations (2.4) and (2.6) it follows that

el+l-el = Pltl, (2.9)
re-multiplying this equation by pTA, together with equations (2.5) and (2.8),
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This paper presents a more detailed analysis of a class of minimization algorithms, w
includes as a special case the DFP (Davidon-Fletcher-Powell) method, than
previously appeared. Only quadratic functions are considered but particular atteni
is paid to the magnitude of successive errors and their dependence upon the initial mat
On the basis of this a possible explanation of some of the observed characteristics of
class is tentatively suggested.

1. Introduction

PROBABLYthe best-known algorithm for determining the unconstrained minim
a function of many variables, where explicit expressions are available for the
partial derivatives, is that of Davidon (1959) as modified by Fletcher & Powell (1
This algorithm has many virtues. It is simple and does not require at any sta
solution of linear equations. It minimizes a quadratic function exactly in a
number of steps and this property makes convergence of this algorithm rapid,
applied to more general functions, in the neighbourhood of the solution.
at least in theory, stable since the iteration matrix Hi> which transforms the,
gradient into the jth step direction, may be shown to be positive definite. hltt

In practice the algorithm has been generally successful, but it has exhibited §o
puzzling behaviour. Broyden (1967) noted that Hi does not always remain POS!
definite, and attributed this to rounding errors. Pearson (1968) found that for SQ

problems the solution was obtained more efficiently if H, was reset to a posl'
definite matrix, often the unit matrix, at intervals during the computation. Bard (I •
noted that HI could become singular, attributed this to rounding error and su <

the use of suitably chosen scaling factors as a remedy. '
In this paper we analyse the more general algorithm given by Broyden (19

which the DFP algorithm is a special case, and determine how for quadratic fun
the choice of an arbitrary parameter affects convergence. We investigate ho
successive errors depend, again for quadratic functions, upon the initial cho "
iteration matrix paying particular attention to the cases where this is either th~:,
matrix or a good approximation to the inverse Hessian. We finally give a tentai
explanation of some of the observed experimental behaviour in the case where:
function to be minimized is not quadratic. ~'

2. Basic Theory

Define a quadratic function F(x) by
F(x) == txTAx-bTx+c,

76

-pTAel = pTApil/>
at the unique value of II which minimizes F(x(I» is given by

-pTAej
Ii = pTAPI .

ituting this value in equation (2.9) and rearranging gives the basic error equation

e, +1 = (I - PiPTA/pTApi)e/> (2.12)
now derive a sufficient condition for n-step convergence of processes to which

ove equation is applicable.

pTAp, = 0, 1 .;, j < i .;, n, (2.13)

0+1 is null for arbitrary el.

.lfI is the unit matrix of order nand Xi,Yi, j = 1,2, ...•n, are nth order vecto~s
necessary and sufficient conditions for the matrix {I-XIY d{l-X2yI) ... (I-x.y.)
null are that

yTXi = I, 1 .;, i';' n,

yTx} = 0, 1 .;, j < i .;, n.
proof see e.g. Broyden, 1967.)

Lemma follows from this result and equation (2.12).

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2. 14a)

(2.14b)
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In this method (Broyden, 1967) the vector Pi is given by

Pi = -Htf"
where HI is positive definite. HI is chosen to be an arbitrary positive definite
(often the unit matrix) and Hi+l is given by

Hi+l = H;-HiYiW;+Pitiq;, i = 1,2, ... ,

KiKjZj = Kjzj' l";;j,,;; i-I,
_';mere i is some arbitrary integer in the range 1 < i < n. Then

40( • Z;KiKjzj = 0,

where
z;K;KjZj = O.

. It follows immediately from equations (3.6) and (3.7) that

z;+IKjzj = 0, 1";; j ,,;;i-I, (3.I3a)

Y: = fi+l -C;,

q; = rxip;- Piy;H"
w; = 1'iy;H!+Pit,P;'
rx;= (1+Pty;HtYt)!p;y"

1'; = (I-Ptttp;Yt);y;HiYi'
The parameter Pt is arbitrary and setting it equal to zero gives the DFP
(Fletcher & Powell, 1963). It was shown by Broyden (1967) that the matri
constructed in this way are always positive definite if Pt ~ O.

In order to analyse the convergence of this algorithm we define three more quati~
Let B be the positive definite matrix that satisfies the equation

B2 = A,

Ki+lKjZj = Kh, 1 ,,;;j ,,;; i-I, (3.I3b)
atTdrombining these with equations (3.9) and (3.10) gives equations (3.1 la, b) with the

"tteplaced by i+ I. The induction is completed by noting that equations (3.1 la, b) are
' JIItlsfi¢.for i = 2, j = I by putting i equal to unity in equations (3.9) and (3.10),
ltfdllows that after Il!steps equation (3.12a) is satisfied for 1 ,,;;j < i ,,;;n so that,

-'i froliLcquations (3.3)-(3.5),

e;AHtAHjAej = 0, 1,,;;j < t « n.
tlU&becomes, from equations (2.5) and (3.1),

p;Apj = 0, l";;j < i s; n, (3.14)
andn-step convergence then follows from Lemma 1.
~Wenote that, from equation (3.14), the step vectors Pi are conjugate with respect to

A s.O that the method is one of "conjugate directions" (Hestenes & Stiefel, 1952),
'M'o~eover,from equations (3.3}-(3.5) and equations (3.lla),

e;AHjAej = 0, 1 ,,;;j < i ,,;;n,
. 'ihicJi becomes, from equations (2.5) and (3.1),

. f;pj=O,l";;j<i";;n. (3.15)
this establishes the well-known result that the gradient is orthogonal to all the

-. )l!'Cvioussteps, so that the algorithm progressively minimizes F(x) in the subspaces
- dClinedby the vectors Pt.

and define Zt>Ki by

and

Kt = BH,B.
These definitions coupled with equations (2.12) and (3.2) then yield, after

tedious and uninstructive algebra involving relationships established in Secti
(above),

and

LZt+1 = Zt-KiZ,t/>

Kt+ I = Kl-KfzitN1'lz;Kf +p,z;K,)+ KiZitt'((rx;/ti)Z;K,- Piz;Kf),

t, = zTK,z,fzTKfz;.

It follows immediately from the last three equations and equations (3.2e, f) that

zT+tKIZ, = 0,
~t:P.reliminary Analysis

. '[was demonstrated in the previous section that the generalized algorithm converges
ibrquadratic functions in at most II steps. Circumstances exist, however, when con-

ce OCcurs in fewer than n steps, an extreme case being that where the initial
n matrix is A-I and only one step is necessary. It thus seems likely that under

appropriate conditions convergence may occur in any number of steps between
,'and n, and it also seems likely that the precise number will depend upon the initial
nditions. We shall show, in fact, that the number of steps required is equal to the

umber of linearly independent vectors in the sequence Zt. K1z
l
, K~Zh ... , and we shall

this number by m.
shall also be concerned with how the sequence of errors {e.} is governed by

lues ofKI and Zl, and in order to analyse this it is necessary to obtain expressions

and

Ki+IK,Z/ = K,z,.
The last two equations are the key equations to this part of the analysis, the

of n-step convergence of the process relying heavily upon them.

THEOREM 1. The generalized algorithm exhibits n-step convergence.
Proof. The proof is inductive.

Assume that

1,,;;j ,,;;i-I,

(3. 11b)

(3. 12a)

(3.12b)
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for e, in terms of KI and ZI. It is found that a convenient way of achieving thi:'
expressing Zl in terms of m orthogonal components, one of which is annihilat
every step of the process.

To investigate then the effect of the choice of KI and zj on the subsequent behav'
of the algorithm we begin by defining a class of polynomial central to this part ot
theory. -

Definition 1

Define 7T:,.j to be the class of matrix polynomials of degree r in Kj whose I~'
power of Kj is at least the first. .'J!

THEOREM 2. IfKi and z, are as previously defined, K/ is positive definite and Pi;;;' '&.i'
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. Apply Theorem 2 to each term in Qm,,+1 in turn.
REM 3. If p, ;;;.0, j = 1,2,. .., i-I, and Kt is positive definite then

K/z/ = Ri.tzl, (4.8)

Ri,IE7T:i.l.
if. Replacing iby i-I in equation (4.6) gives

K/z, = P2.1-IZi-h (4.9)

successive use of the corollary of Theorem 2 yields the theorem.
e effect of Theorem 3 is to establish a relationship between the vectors K/zi,

1,2, ... 111, and the vectors Kizh i = 1,2, ...,m. To simplify the subsequent notation
omit the subscript unity, so thatK~lZi+l = Pm+l,iZi,

where m is any positive integer, and where

Pm+l,i E 1t'm+l.i'

Proof. This is by induction. Assume the validity of equation (4.1). Then, from equa
(3.7), '.

Z = Zl. (4.10b)
assume, moreover, for the remainder of this section that HI and hence K are

itive definite.
ow equation (4.8) may be written

K/z1 = [Kz,K2Z, ... ,K'zjwi, (4.11)
re the elements of Wi are the coefficients of Ri,l' Since R"I is of degree i the last
ent of Wi is not zero so that WIis not null. It follows that it is impossible/or Kizi,
hence Z/, to be null if the vectors Kz, K2Z,... , K'z are linearly independent and we

11subsequently prove the converse of this statement. To proceed with the analysis
'assume that only the first m, where I ,;;;m ,;;;n, terms of the sequence {KIZ},
1,2, ... , are linearly independent and we define the matrix M by

M = [Kz,K2z, ... ,Kmzj. (4.12)

arly M is an n x m matrix of rank m. Equation (4.11) may now be written

K/z, = Mvi, I ,;;; i ,;;;m, (4.13)

ere V/ is a vector whose first i elements are the same as those of W/ and whose
aining elements are zero. Equation (4.13) may itself be written

[Klz1, K2z2,... , KrnZmj= MV, (4.14)

, re V is an m x m upper triangular matrix whose jth column is Vi'
Now the vectors K/z/, i = 1,2, ... , m form, from equation (3.12a), an orthogonal
'and since V is upper triangular, equation (4.14) shows that a basis for the first r
those vectors, I ,;;; r ,;;; m, is provided by the first r terms of the sequence {KIZ}.
ce the vectors K/z, are orthogonal it seems natural to normalize them and to
estigate their possible use as a basis for the z;'s. Denote the normalized form of
,by qt. Then

Ki++l1Zi+l = KiPm+l.iZi-Kfzi-'~'i+KiZjf.1i'

where AI and p, are scalars. Now KIP m+l,/ E 7T:m+2,/ so that equation (4.2)
written

Note that,for m ;;;.I, Pm+2,/ E 7T:m+2,1 since the terms involving K, and Kt in eq
(4.2) do not affect the degree of the polynomial. Thus if equation (4.1) is true
it is also true for m+ 1. To initiate the induction we note that equations (3.
(3.7) yield

Ki+1Zi+l = K/z/¢/-Ktz/t/I"

where ¢, and t/I/ are scalars. To show that t/I/ "" 0, and hence that the term in eq
(4.4) involving Kr does not vanish, premultiply equation (4.4) by ZT+l giving,
equation (3.9),

ZT+1Ki+1Z'+1 = ZT+1Ktz/t/I/.

Now it follows from equation (3.5) that KI is positive definite if and only
is positive definite. Now K, is positive definite by hypothesis so that H/ is po~
definite. Moreover P, ;;;. 0 so that (Broyden, 1967) Hi+l and hence KI+I are\
positive definite. It now follows from equation (4.5) that t/II "" 0, so that equationi(
may be written ":::

K,+1Zi+1 = P2,jZj, ~tl.,
where P2" E 7T:2,,' This establishes equations (4.1) with m = 1
induction and the proof.

Corollary. If Qm,i+1 E 7T:m,i+1 then

Qm,i+lZl+1 = Qm+l,iZj, Q = [qh q2,... , qmj,
d R is diagonal and chosen so that
. QTQ = I.

where

(4,lOa)

(4.15)

(4.16)

(4.17)
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It follows from equations (4.14) and (4.15) that

Q=MU,
where

U = YR. (
The choice of R is unique apart from the signs of its non-zero (diagonal) ele

and we choose these arbitrarily to make the diagonal elements of U positive.
that from equation (4.18) they cannot be zero since U is upper triangular and
M and Q have rank m.

We show now that subject to the sign convention adopted Q is determined urii "
by K and z. Equations (4.17) and (4.18) yield

UT~FMU= I,

..
Zl+1 = q.(1'j-IIPj)+ L q)l'j.

j=i+l
o:

~from equations (3.9), (4.15) and (4.16),

qiZl+l = 0,
SOthat, since the vectors ql are orthonormal,

- !k 1'1= IIPj' (4.32)

_,' This establishes that if equation (4.8) is true for i it is true for i+ I, and its truth
fori = Ifollows from equation (4. IOb) and Theorem 4. The theorem follows.

. THis theorem and the preceding one show that the vectors ZI, i = 1,2, ... , m, and
~Dce the error vectors e, and the vectors of independent variables XI' are independent
.ot«be values of the parameter PI that appears in equations (3.2c, d, e, f). They depend

. y upon the initial values K and z, since these values determine M which in
"~ves (subject to the arbitrary choice of signs) unique values of Q and c. A further

1Di is that the total number of iterations m depends only upon K and z. Since PI
-arbitrary it follows that if m < n the final value of'H, is to a certain extent arbitrary
"d in this case may be but a poor approximation to A-I:

so that
UUT = (MTM)-I, (

and the result follows from the uniqueness of the Choleski decomposition given
sign of the square roots.

We have thus implicitly constructed from the sequence {KIZ} a unique so
orthonormal vectors ql' We show now that the vectors Zj, i = I, 2, ... , m may
pressed extremely simply in terms of these vectors.
THEOREM 4. IfQ is as defined above there exists a vector c such that

Z = Qc.
Proof Since by hypothesis Km+lz is a linear combination of
t = 2, ... , m, there exist numbers IXj, i = 1,2, ... , m+ I such that

m+lL KjZlX1 = 0,
i=l

which becomes, on pre-multiplying by K-I,
m+lL KI-'ZlXI = O.
i=l

Hence IXI #- 0, since if it were zero it would imply the linear dependence of the vect
Kz}, K2Z}, ... ,Kmz. It follows again from equation (4.24) that Z may thus be expr
III terms of these vectors, so that we may write

Z = Ma (4
where a = [aJ and a, = -IX/+I/IXI. Now U is non-singular so that we may define C

c = U-Ia. (4
The theorem follows from equations (4.18), (4.25) and (4.26).

The relationship between z and z" i = 2, 3, ... , m, is provided by the folio
theorem.
THEOREM 5. Define z,Q,c as above. Then

z, = QCj, i = 1,2,...,m,
where c, is equal to c with itsfirst i-I elements set equal to zero.
Proof Thisis by induction. Assume the validity of equation (4.27) for some i, I~i~
Then, if c = [1')], -;:

5. ;Analysis of the Vector Errors

In the previous section we established a general relationship between the vectors z,
aiid the initial matrix K. In this section we derive specific properties of the error
vectors e, when K satisfies certain conditions. In particular we consider the cases
where K = A, and where it approximates to the unit matrix. These cases occur when
tbe initial matrix is respectively the unit matrix and a good approximation to A-I.
We shall, moreover, in the former case, show that the method becomes the method of

'", conjugate gradients.

~REM 6. Let K and Q be as previously defined. Then
KQ = QT, (5.1)

'[I1hereT = [t'j] is symmetric, positive definite, tridiagonal, non-negative and irreducible.
Proof. Equations (5.1) and the orthogonality of the columns of Q give

T = QTKQ, (5,2)

and the properties of symmetry and positive definiteness follow immediately. To
ove the remainder of the theorem we note that, by hypothesis, Km + lZ is a linear

Combination of the vectors KIZ, i = 1,2, ... , m, so that
I~ Km+lz = l\1b,

re b is some mth order vector. Thus
KM=MH,

m

Zj = L qj1').
)~1

(4.29)

(4.30)

(4.31)

(5.3)

(5.4)
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and SI is the ith column of the mth order unit matrix. Clearly H is upper H
and it is moreover non-singular, for since K is non-singular the product
have rank m, and hence, from equation (5.3), H has rank m. Now T beco
equations (4.18), (5.1) and (5.3),

7. The residual vectors fl obtained by the generalized algorithm are con-
th respect to the initial iteration matrix.

follows from equations (2.5), (3.3)-(3.5) and (4. lOa) that

fiH!fj = ziKzj,

comes, from Theorems 5 and 6,

fiHlfj = cTTcj.

that i > j. The first i-I elements of c, are zero from Theorem 5 and the last
ments of TCj are zero from Lemma 3. Since i > j, m-j > i so that each term
ner product of C1and TCj has at least one zero factor, and thus fTHlfj = O.
the same result follows from symmetry, proving the theorem.

1. If HI = iI, where t is a positive scalar, the method becomes identical to
ad of conjugate gradients.

t was established in Section 3 that the method is one of conjugate directions,
as shown by Hestenes & Stiefel (1952) that any conjugate direction method

orthogonal residuals is essentially a conjugate gradient method.

2. If HI = tI then Ilel+11I< [e.], i = 1,2,00', m.

This follows from the first corollary and the known properties of the conjugate
t inethod.

have thus established that if the initial iteration matrix for the generalized
m is the unit matrix the norms of the errors decrease strictly monotonically.
ind case occurs where HI is a close approximation to A-I. In these circum-

intuition suggests that convergence will be strict monotonic, and it is natural
ow nearly HI must approach A-I for this to be true. Although we do not, in
ove the strict monotonicity of convergence we do show that the norms of
e errors are bounded by a strictly monotonically decreasing sequence, and
more closely HI approximates A-I the more rapidly does this sequence

rge.
ore proving the theorem, however, we prove the following Lemma.

~' 4. The spectral norm of a matrix cannot be less than the Euclidean norm of one
columns.

T = UT~fTMHU,
and this becomes, from equation (4.20),

T = U-IHU.

Since the product of an upper triangular and an upper Hessenberg matri
upper Hessenberg it follows from equation (5.6) that T is upper Hessenberg.
since it is symmetric, tridiagonal. To show that it is non-negative we note t
it is positive definite its diagonal elements must be positive. To obtain its off-
elements we define the matrix C = [cij] by

C=HU,
so that, from equation (5.6),

C = UT. '0

Equating the expressions for CHI,I>i = I, 2,00.,n- I, from equations (5.7) ii~
yields, from equation (5.4),

Ui.i = Ul+l.i+1ti+1.i,

Now UI,I > 0, i = 1,2,00.,n so equation
irreducibility ofT, completing the proof.

Corollary

i = 1,2,00.,n-1.

(5.9) establishes the non-negati

QTK-IQ = T-l.
Proof Pre-multiplication by K-l and post-multiplication by H-l of equation (5.

K-IM = MH-l,

so that, from equations (4.18) and (4.20),

QTK-IQ = U-IH-IU.

The corollary follows from equation (5.6).
We prove now two lemmas.

LEMMA2, The vector C = [y j] is the first column of T-l multiplied by a scaling
whose modulus is IIKzl/.
Proof By definition Kz = qlPl where /PII = IIKzl/. But from Theorem 4, Kz ;"
so that, from the above and Theorem 6, QTc = QlPl. Hence, pre-multiplying J>1i

Tc = SIPh

where SI is the first column of the mth order unit matrix, proving the lemma.

LEMMA3. The last m-i elements of TCI are zero.
Proof From Theorem 5, c, is obtained from Cby altering its first i-I elements
T is tridiagonal this implies that only the first ielements of TCIdiffer from those
The remaining m - i must then be zero from Lemma 2, completing the proof.

We are now in a position to prove our first convergence theorem abo
generalized algorithm.

IIAII = max [Ax]', (5.14)
IIxll=!

•if A has n columns and if s, is the ith column of the nth order unit matrix,

IIAsdl ~ I/AII.
e lemma follows.
enow obtain error bounds on Ile,lI, i = 2, 3,.00,m, in the case where HI is a good
oximation to A-I.

REM 8. /fK is as previously defined, and

K = I+E*, (5.15)

85
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where IIE*II= a «: I, then y. If A = I+E, IIEII = a and a < I the successive errors generated by the
of conjugate gradients satisfy

(I+U)" i-III IIIleill,,; -- u e1.
l-u

(I +u)
[e.] ,,; \1_u)ai-llle111,

where k is the square ~oot of the condition number of A, i.e. where

k2 = IIAIIIIA-Ili.
Proof. Equations (5.2) and (5.15) yield

T = I+E,
where E = QTE*Q and since QTQ = I, IIEII ,,; a, Since E is convergent it
from equation (5.18) that

IIAIIIIA-III ,,; (I-u)/(I-u),

bstituting this result in equation (5.16) proves the corollary.
orem 8 provides bounds on the successive error norms [e.] but does not ensure
nvergence is strict monotonic. It does, however, show that if HI approximates

em sufficiently closely to A-I then convergence is rapid. On the other hand the
d corollary of Theorem 7 guarantees strict monotonic convergence if HI is the

unit matrix despite the fact that, since the scaling is arbitrary, the norm of
-I may be arbitrarily large. For other initial matrices the behaviour depends upon
recise relationship between HI and A, although it is possible in all cases to obtain
und on Ilei+111in terms of [e.]. This, from equation (3.4) and the fact that
II< [z.], is seen to be

lIei+III < (IIAII IIA-III)tllelll, (5.24)

t, if the problem is badly conditioned, substantial increases in [e.] are possible.

T-1 = f (-EY.
j=O

Define the vector tT to be the first column of T-I with the first i-I elements
to. ~ero. Now T is, by Theor~m 6, tridiagonal so that, from equation (5.1
tridiagonal, It follows from this and equation (5.19) that only the terms EJ,j
can make a non-zero contribution to tt. Thus tT is equal to the first column

co

matrix L (- E)J with the first i-I elements set equal to zero. Clearly II~II
J=I-l I

than or equal to the norm of the first column of f (-E)J and this, from
j=i-l

is itself less than or equal to II f (-E)JII. Since
l=t+t

co i-I

II
j
Il(-EYII ~ (;-U)

er Analysis of the Sequence {K.}

quation (3.7) shows that Ki+1 depends on both K, and Pi' and since PI is arbitrary
1. is also, to a certain extent, arbitrary. But KI is itself arbitrary, depending upon

lie choice of PI-I. and it might therefore be thought that Ki+1 would also depend,
"ough K/> upon PI_I. We now prove that this is not so, and examine more closely
edouble-rank matrix updating procedure and the dependence of the matrix sequence
"}upon the parameters PI'

REM 9. The matrix K, depends only upon the initial matrix K and vector z apart
a single arbitrary additive term of rank one.

if. From equations (3.7), (4.4) and (4.15) it follows that Kj+1 may be expressed as

KJ+1 = Kj+[qJ qJ+l][OJj ej][q~ ], (6.1)
ej I'/j qJ+l

re OJ;, ej, and I'/j are constants whose values we determine subsequently. Putting
1,2, ... , i-I, in equation (6.1) then gives

KI = Ki+qil'/I-lq/, (6.2a)

it follows that

* ai-1
IItlli ,,; (I-a)'

Now from the definition of tT, Lemma 2 and the relationship between c
established by Theorem 5 it follows that

CI = tip!>
where IpII = IIKzII·Hence, from equations (5.15) and (5.21),

'I II (1+(1)" 1
ICI ,,; (l-u{- IIzII.

Now equations (3.3) and (3.4) give

IIel1l2= ziA'-lZi'
which becomes, from Theorem 5,

lIelll2 = ciQTA-1Qc,.
i-I 1-1

Ki = K+q,OJ,qf + L qiOJJ+l'/j-l)qJ + L eiqJ'IJ+l +qj+lqI>.
j=2 j=l

Thus

IIelli ,,; IIA-1Ilt(l+u)ul-1Iizll,
(l-u)

and since z = Bel and IIBII= IIAllt the theorem follows.

w equations (3.1lb) and (4.15) imply that
KAJ= qj' I";j,,;i-I,

(6.2b)

(6.3)
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" 9 the amount of the component qjqJ that occurs during the first transforrna-
:bi;rary. This implies that the amount of this component involve~ in the second
, ation depends upon and in fact compensates for the arbitrary amount
~n the first transformation, a conclusion which is stated exp~ic.it1~~y equati?n
Thus, when minimizing quadratic functions, the effect of an InJUdICIOUSchoice
entirely eliminated in the next iteration but it can?ot reasona~ly b~ hop~d that
~irable attribute will be retained when the function to be minimized IS non-
tic.

so that the orthonormality of the vectors qj in conjunction with equations (6
(6.3) gives '.

WI = 1-q;Kql'

wj+lJj_1 = 1-qJKqj,
and

2~j~i-1,

~j = -qJKqj+l, 1 ~ j ~i-I.
Thus since the vectors qj depend only upon K and z (see Section 4 above), equ
(6.2b) and (6.4) imply that Kt is determined solely by K and z, proving the t

It follows from the preceding theorem and the fact that KI+I depends upon
lJi must also depend upon PI>and we now derive the precise form of this depe
If, in order to simplify notation, we denote zTK{Zi by OJ, j = I, 2, 3, and 4, eq
(3.8) may be written

02tl = 01,

elusions

the preceding analysis refers only to quadratic functions any g~n~ral inferences
must necessarily be speculative. One would expect, however, similar behavIO~r
described above for functions which approximate in some sense to quadratic
ns and in general this similarity has been observed experimentally. In par-
the result that the sequence of approximate solutions is independent of the

e of the arbitrary parameter PI seems to hold fairly well for certain ~on-~u~drat!;
ions. Greenstadt (1967) reports that a method he denotes by varianon I ,

PI is chosen so that al = 0, se~ms. to be competiti~e with the ?FP method
no clear-cut implications as to which IS the better. PrevIOUS unpubhshed work of

present author, where various arbitrary choices of Pi were made, also supports
view.
e now consider the evidence of Bard (1968) and Pearson (1968). Bard reported
the iteration matrix Hi could become singular and Pearson noted that the
rgence of the DFP algorithm could sometimes be substantially improved by
ically resetting Hi to some positive definite matrix. This improvem~nt wo~ld be
ned by the hypothesis that the poor performance of the DFP algorithm without

ting was due to the matrix Hi becoming singular or ne~rly so, glVlng. nse to the
tion described by Broyden (1967). The best matrix to which to reset Hj is probably

inverse Hessian evaluated at that point, but this would require a substantial amount
dditional computation. Since, for quadratic functions, the choice of the .unit
rix as initial iteration matrix guarantees that the error norms decrease strictly
otonically it would seem that this is probably the best substitute. Now although

d has suggested that all quasi-Newton algorithms are. prone to the iteration
ix becoming singular we wish to advance the hypothesis that some algorithms
are so than others, and that in particular the DFP algorithm would b~ expected
hibit this behaviour. The basis for this assertion is given by equation (6.10).
for the DFP method PI = 0 for all i it follows from the fact that k is in general

ive that lJi is in general negative for all i, so that K, is obtained from Kf by
racting an unknown positive multiple of q,.qr. A simple argume~t based upon t~e

, of Rayleigh quotients then shows that in general the smallest elge?value o~ K, IS
ess than that of Ki, leading in general to the conclusion that K, is more IiI-condltIon~d

. KT· It is possible that if the function to be minimized is st~~ngly no?-quadratlc
. not only might KI be very nearly singular (although still POSltIV~defilll.te), but the
ing component might not be restored in the next iteration. In this case It would be
kely that a rapid restoration of the deficient component would take place unless the

and equations (3.6) and (3.7) then give

K/+ lZ/+ 1 = K,z,[1- P,tf(02 - 03t,)] -Ktz.[t, +y,tt(02 - 03t,)].
Now equations (3.1)-(3.5) yield, after some tedious manipulation,

Yitt = (1- P,tt(2)/03,
and substituting this value for YItl in equation (6.6) gives

K/+ 1Zi+1 = (Kizl- KtZi62/(3)Pi,
where

It follows immediately that

ZT+lKt+lZi+l = (646~/6~-62)pr
We consider now equations (3.7) and (6.1). The only term in equation (6.ii

can give rise to a term of the form Klz,zTKl in equation (3.7) is the term qi+llJ
and since the magnitude of the terms arising from both equations must be id
we obtain, from equations (6.8) and (6.9),

-Yitt = (62/63)2IJd(646~/65 -(2),
which simplifies, from equation (6.7), to

IJ, = k(Pitt62 -1),
where

k = (~-~).03 62

Hence '11 varies linearly with PI and since 62 > 0 and k ;;, 0 (by Cauchy's inequali
itfollows that in general '1I increases with Pi'

Theorem 9 indicates that despite the fact that KI depends upon i-I arbi
parameters Pj there is only one arbitrary term in its composition. To see how"
can occur we observe that a term of the form qJ.q) not only occurs when KJ~j
transformed to Kj but also when KJ is transformed to Kj+l. We note moreoverj
only such terms are involved in more than one transformation, and that, frQ

"~
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iteration matrix was reset, and we suggest that something of this nature 0

during the course of the computation described by Pearson. Since '11 is essen
arbitrary, and ill-conditioned matrices are best avoided in practical compu
it would appear reasonable to choose '11 having regard to the condition num
K/+1. and although choosing 111 to minimize this condition number would
excessive computation elementary considerations of this nature preclude the'
bility of a negative value of '1,. We therefore suggest that a reasonable value 0
parameter is in fact zero and note that this gives rise to a new algorithm. The
perties of this new algorithm, both theoretical and experimental, are the pri
concern of the second part of this paper.

-A Note on the Envelope Construction for Group Velocity
in Dispersive, Anisotropic Wave Systems
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~: IiItrodoctioo

WE·ARE CONCERNEDhere with systems of two-dimension.alIy p~opagating waves which
. dispersive with respect both to frequency and the orrentatron of the wave-normal,

3IC he dispersion relation for harmonic waves is of the form
f(k,w,,,,) = 0 (I)
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g(w,kx,ky) = 0, (2)
Wliere.k= magnitude of the wave number vector k (with Cartesian components k"
and k,), w = frequency and'" = inclination of k to the x-axis, as shown in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 1.

1t is welI-known that lines PR drawn normal to the wave number vector k at a
·dtstance OP = iolk: (the phase velocity) from the origin, envelope a curve whic~ is,

.:. to.a suitable scale, a constant-phase line, e.g. a crest or trough, for waves ~xcited
•. CQntinuously at the origin at constant frequency W. An equivalent statement IS that
. the constant phase curve is the polar reciprocal of the locus of W, the extremity of the

mber vector k, with respect to a circle of radius rot (Lighthill, 1965). .
0, if the point of tangency is Q, then OQ is in the direction of the group velocity

ULOQ equals the group velocity in magnitude only when the waves are not
rsive with respect to frequency, i.e. when the dispersion relation is of the form

== f("'). Examples of this type are well-known for instance in magneto-acoustics,
e the envelope construction is commonly exploited for finding group velocity.
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